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Report Type Location

Type

Missing Person

MNI Race

City ZIP Code Rep Dist Area Beat From Date From Time

Juvenile? 

Montecito 93108 130 12 20 01/ 09/ 2018 17: 07

I 55 I No 5' 01" 150# I Blond or Strawberry Blue Successful

PRN

1496494

Type Address City State

Home Montecito California

ZIP Code Date

93108 11/ 09/ 2021

Type ID No OLS

Operator License California

Phone Type I Phone No Date

Cell ( 11/ 09/ 2021

Qther I KURIN, DANIELLED' 
Involvement nvl No Type Name MNI Race Sex

Other 1 Individual KURIN, DANIELLE DRI 824415 White Female

DOB Age Juvenile? Height Weight Hair Color Eye Color RMS Transfer PRN

38 No 5' 06" 150# Brown BrownI Successful 1496495

Type ID No OLS

Operator License California

Phone Type I Phone No Date

Cell ( 11/ 09/ 2021

6

Involvement Invl No Type Name MNI Race Sex

Other 1 Individual 1059053 White Male

RMS Transfer PRN

Successful 1496496

Type Address City Slate

Home KNOXVILLE Tennessee
ZIP Code Date

37918 11/ 09/ 2021

Phone Type Phone No Date

Business ( 11/ 09/ 2021
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Involvement Invl No Type Name MNI

Other 1 1 Individual 1059054
Race Sex RMS Transfer PRN

Hispanic/ Mexican/ Latin Male Successful 14964971
Type Address City
Work/ Business MOUNT AIRY
Stale ZIP Code Date

Maryland 21771 11/ 09/ 2021

Phone Type Phone No Date

Business ( 11/ 09/ 2021

Other 1: 
nvolvement Invl No Type Name MNI Sex

Other 1 Individual 1059055 Female
RMS Transfer PRN

Successful 1496498

Type Address City
Work/ Business BAKERSFIELD
Stale ZIP Code Date

California 93305 11/ 09/ 2021

Phone Type Phone No Date

Business 1 ( 11/ 09/ 2021

Other
Involvement Invl No Type Name MNI Sex

Other 1 Individual 1081238 Male

RMS Transfer PRN

Successful 1496499

Other• 
Involvement Invl No Type Name MNI Sex

Other 1 IndividualI 1059057 Male
RMS Transfer

Successful

Type EMail

Business

Other
Involvement Invl No Type Name MNI Sex

Other 1 IndividualI 1059058 Female
RMS Transfer PRN

Successful 1496501

Type Address City
Work/ Business BOSTON

Slate ZIP Code Dale

Massachusetts 02115 111/ 09/ 2021

Phone Type Phone No Date

Business 1 ( 11/ 09/ 2021

Other
Involvement Invl No Type Name MNI Sex

Other 1 1 1 Individual 1059061 Male
RMS Transfer

Successful

Phone Type Phone No Dale

Business ( 11/ 09/ 2021

Type EMail

Business

Other 1: 
Involvement Invl No Type Name MNI Sex

Other 1 IndividualI 1081235 Female
RMS Transfer

Successful

Phone Type Phone No Date

Business ( 11/ 09/ 2021

Type EMail

Business
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Involvement Invl No Type Name MNI Sex

Other 1 Individual 1081237 Female
Phone Type Phone No Date

Business ( 111/ 09/ 2021
Type EMail

Business

invoivement

I
invi NO I ype Name MNI Race Sex

Other 1 Individual CANTIN, JOHN 928832 White Male
DOBAge Juvenile? Height Weight Hair Color Eye Color RMS Transfer

20 No 5' 11" 185# Brown Blue Successful

Home
ZIP Code Date

93108 11/ 09/ 2021

ator License

Montecito Kalifornia

California

Race Sex DOB Height Weight Hair Color Eye Cola

White Male 11/ 15/ 2000 5' 11" 185# Brown I Blue

Continuations: 

John " Jack" Cantin is a missing person from the Montecito debris flow. 
Kim Cantin is John " Jack" Cantin' s mother. 
Dr. Danielle Kurin is a forensic/ biologist anthropologist with UCSB. 

and are forensic anthropologists. 

is with the Kern County Coroner' s Office. 
is with Marshall University in West Virginia. 

is with the Beta Analytic radiocarbon dating lab. 
is an administrative coordinator with The Reich Lab at Harvard. 

is anthropologist from Washington State University
is a retired forensic anthropologist. 

is employed by Astrea Forensics. 

Narrative: 

On 05- 10- 21, at approximately 2045 hours, I spoke with Coroner' s Bureau Sgt. Morris regarding the issue of some
found bones suspected to be that of Jack Cantin, who was missing from the Montecito debris flow on 01- 09- 18

and presumed to be deceased. 

Sgt. Morris advised me that an anthropologist, Dr. Danielle Kurin, had located a suspected human phalanx/ toe
bone, believed to be from John " Jack" Cantin while performing an anthropological excavation in an undisclosed
location. 

Dr. Kurin had provided the information to Jack' s mother, Kim Cantin. Sgt. Morris asked that I meet with Kim to
obtain additional DNA swabs for a rapid DNA analysis test via the ANDE Rapid DNA system, which the Santa
Barbara Sheriffs Department Coroner' s Bureau was currently utilizing. 

Sgt. Morris also asked that I speak with Dr. Kurin and, if needed, contact Forensic Anthropologist
about the suspected toe bone, on 05- 11- 21. 

Sgt. Morris was unsure what the suspected toe bone looked like, and he also did not know if any further testing
was completed to determine how old the alleged toe bone was. 

At 0932 hours, on 05- 11- 21, 1 called Kim and left her a message to contact me at the Coroners' Bureau. 

After leaving Kim a message, I called the phone number I had for Dr. Danielle Kurin. Her phone went directly to
voicemail, with her voicemail full, so I could not leave her a message to call me. 

At 0951 hours, on 05- 11- 21, Kim returned my phone call. She explained to me that Dr. Danielle Kurin was a
forensic biologist/ anthropologist with UCSB. 
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Dr. Kurin conducted an anthropological excavation near Kim' s residence, searching for the decedent' s remains. 

While on the anthropological excavation, on 05- 10- 21, two pieces of suspected bone had been discovered. One

was a suspected phalanx/ toe bone, and the other was a piece of a suspected cortical bone. 

Both pieces of the suspected found bones were taken to UCSB and analyzed, with the anthropologist, Dr. Kurin, 
pretty confident" they were human bones and from someone within the decedent' s age range, due to growth

plates noted on the collected bones. However, there was an issue about the age of the suspected found bones, 
as the alleged bones themselves could not be appropriately dated. 

Kim told me she would be willing to transport the suspected bones to the Coroner's Bureau for analysis and rapid
DNA analysis to help in confirming if the suspected found bones were those of the decedent. Kim also was willing
to provide a DNA specimen from herself for help with DNA confirmation. She stated she wanted only one of the

two found suspected bone samples tested via rapid DNA, as she knew the bone would likely be destroyed during
abstracting DNA. 

We continued to talk, with Kim telling me the location Dr. Kurin was conducting the excavation was " inline" with
her residence in Montecito, and the excavation site had not been disturbed for over three years. She added that

the excavation location was near the areas she and her daughter were rescued during recovery efforts during the
Montecito debris flow incident on 01- 09- 18. 

At 1115 hours, on 05- 11- 21, 1 met with Kim at the Coroner' s Bureau. During that time, Kim provided me with two
pieces of suspected bone, both found by Dr. Kurin. The two pieces of suspected bone were described as a
cortical bone, which was found at 1300 hours, on 05- 10- 21, and the other was a phalanx bone, located at
approximately 1400 hours, on 05- 10- 21. 

Kim reiterated that the suspected bone pieces were transported to UCSB, where they were analyzed and believed
to be current bone pieces, not petrified samples or over an extended number of years old. 

Also, during the time, Detective Bruening obtained a DNA sample from Kim to serve as reference samples in
helping determine if the located suspected bone pieces belonged to the decedent. 

After Kim left the Coroner's Bureau, Detective Bruening and I conducted a further examination of the suspected
bones provided by Kim. I believed both pieces of suspected bone appeared older than the time of the Montecito
debris flow incident, 01- 09- 18. 

Det. Bruening also contacted staff at ANDE DNA regarding analysis of the suspected collected bones and
provided the team with ANDE DNA digital photographs of the suspected bones. The staff at ANDE DNA felt the
procedure of obtaining DNA from the suspected bones would not work at our facility. A more complex and
extensive process would need to be completed to abstract DNA from the suspected bones. 

Det. Bruening also noted that the suspected bones were very brittle, with both pieces breaking during his
examination. He explained to me that he applied a small amount of pressure to the suspected bone fragments to

test their malleability for the abstraction of DNA, with both pieces of suspected bone fragments " snapping." 
Command staff from the Santa Barbara Sheriff' s Department were also notified of the DNA issue. Command staff
was told a more thorough DNA abstraction process was an option, but not at that time as there was hope
additional suspected bone samples would be located during the excavation process by Dr. Kurin. 

At 1000 hours, on 05- 12- 21, 1 had a three-way telephone conference with Dr. Kurin and Kim regarding the
suspected found bones. 

During the conversation, Dr. Kurin informed me the suspected found bones appeared to be human, but she could
not determine the age of the suspected bones. 

I explained to both Dr. Kurin and Kim that the suspected found bones would be shipped overnight to forensic
anthropologist for examination, hoping to determine the age of the suspected bones and if the
suspected bone fragments/ samples were human. 

On 05- 14- 21, 1 heard fro who had viewed the submitted suspected bone samples. Based on his
Report Officer Printed At
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examination of both submitted samples, he determined the suspected toe bone was not human, and the other
suspected piece of bone appeared human. The bone seemed to have come from a human that had been

deceased longer than three years, though he could not definitively give an exact date, nor could he opine on what
part of the human body the bone was from. 

On Monday, on 05- 17- 21, called me again, telling me that he had studied the suspected toe bone over
the weekend and that he felt it was not bone at all but plant -based. 

As we spoke, told me he would complete a report on his determinations and forward a copy to the
Coroner' s Bureau for documentation. ( See analysis report, detailing his examination of the first
provided suspected bone fragments.) He would also send the submitted samples back to the Coroner' s Bureau, 
as Kim wanted them returned to her. 

On 05- 18- 21, 1 spoke with Kim and told her what had said to me about the submitted samples, one
being plant -based and the other was a piece of a bone fragment that appeared older than three years. 

Kim responded that she still wanted the submitted samples returned to her so that Dr. Kurin could have further
testing completed. 

The samples were later returned to Kim at the Coroner' s Bureau, and she was provided a copy of
report. 

On 07- 22- 21, 1 was alerted that Kim had conducted a local television news segment interview, along with Dr. 
Kurin, stating the remains of the decedent, Jack Cantin, had been recovered. 

From the television interview, I learned that Dr. Kurin and her anthropological team of students had continued to
search the location where the initial suspected bones samples were found. It was unclear what Dr. Kurin had

located, meaning how many bone samples or if the decedent's entire body had been found. 

During the day, on 07- 22- 21, 1 learned Dr. Kurin had completed a one- page report titled " The Case for Jack
Cantin: Fast Fact Forensic Report," which detailed human remains recovered in the Summer of 2021. The report

was divided into multiple sub -sections consisting of, "Is it bone, Is it human, Is it ancient, How long have the
bones been buried, How old was this person at death, How tall was this person while alive, Were there any unique
musculoskeletal anomalies, What happened to this body at/ around the time of death, What happened to the body
after death, Can we get DNA from these fragments, and What other material evidence exists." 

In the one- page report, Dr. Kurin listed that an additional six pieces of bone suspected to be from the decedent

were located at the site of the anthropologist dig. In the report, Dr. Kurin established her belief that the found
suspected bones belonged to the decedent, noting she also found additional artifacts that she suspected to be
from the decedent's residence. Some of the artifacts she listed consisted of a United States one -cent penny
dated from 1974, bathroom tiles, privacy glass, textiles, kitchen items, items of clothing, and personal items/ toys, 
some of which were believed to have come from the decedent' s room. 

Dr. Kurin' s one- page, " Fast Fact Forensic Report" listed all the reasons she felt the found bones were those of the

decedent, with each sub -section described above, detailing her reasons for belief with an overwhelming level of
scientific probability the human remains and associated artifacts from the Montecito location were consistent with
those of the decedent. 

The Santa Barbara Sheriff' s Department and the Santa Barbara County Sheriffs Department Coroner' s Bureau
were not aware of any additional bones found until the media release. 

Detective Deleon reached out to Dr. Kurin, via email, on 07- 22- 21, requesting a copy of her completed report, with
her telling him the report was still in the review process. Once completed, she would provide the Santa Barbara

Sheriff' s Department with an approved peer- reviewed report. 

Later in the day, on 07-22- 21, the Coroner' s Bureau received an email from the Santa Barbara Sheriff's
Department Undersheriff containing a PowerPoint presentation Dr. Kurin had made for Kim, along with
another copy of the " The Case for Jack Cantin: Fast Fact Forensic Report," a copy of report from
05- 20- 21, and a press release issued by the Santa Barbara Sheriffs Department regarding the missing person for
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the decedent remaining open. 

On 07- 26- 21, 1 was contacted by staff at Welch- Ryce Haider Funeral Chapel regarding collecting the decedent' s
person from the Coroner' s Bureau, as Kim had contacted the team at Welch- Ryce Haider Funeral Chapel

requesting a casket be purchased for the decedent, with burial forthcoming. I informed Welch- Ryce Haider

Funeral Chapel staff that the Coroner' s Bureau did not have any decedent remains. Kim had the suspected bone
fragments. 

On 07- 26-21, a meeting was conducted in the afternoon hours regarding the decedent's suspected located bone
fragments at the Santa Barbara Sheriffs Department main office. In attendance was Dr. Manny Montez from the
Coroner' s Bureau, Lt. Minter, Commander Huddle, Undersheriff Linver, and Sheriff Brown, along with me. 

During that meeting, we discussed Dr. Kurin' s PowerPoint presentation, the one- page Fast Fact Forensic Report
and Kim' s belief that the found suspected bone fragments were those of the decedent. Dr. Kurin' s report, which

she was still completing, also detailed her belief that report was not accurate due to him stating one of
the suspected bone fragments, collected earlier, was plant -based, not bone. 

On 07- 28- 21, while I was away from the Coroner's Bureau, Detective Deleon received an email from Dr. Kurin
asking some questions, as her report had been submitted to peer review, with questions raised by her reviewing
peers. The three questions consisted of, "Are there any missing persons from this part of Montecito." " Have there

been any unidentified remains recovered from Montecito ( or upslope), and were any of the mudslide
victims/ casualties subject to traumatic amputation of the leg below mid- thigh." 

On 07-29- 21, 1 sent Dr. Kurin an email requesting she call me to answer her questions, but she did not respond. I

was aware bones were found a month prior, and they had been found north of the location where Dr. Kurin had
conducted her anthropologic excavation. The other bones were found during construction at that location and
consisted of historic Native American bones. The bones were found in the 800 block of Riven Rock, Montecito. 

On 08- 02- 21, Santa Barbara Public Health contacted the Coroner' s Bureau about a request for a Certificate of

Death, as Kim was requesting the suspected bone fragments she believed to be Jack be buried. She had already
received a Declaration of Delayed Death, issued by the court system deeming Jack as deceased, as he was

believed to be deceased since his remains had not been found after some time since the Montecito debris flow. 

See attached copy of Court Order Delayed Registration of Death received from Santa Barbara Public Health.) 

Due to Jack's identity not being confirmed via the found suspected bone fragments, the Coroner's Bureau issued
no Certificate of Death. 

During this time, Sgt. Morris contacted representatives from ANDE Rapid DNA with questions about further testing
of the suspected bone fragments. He was directed to have the suspected bone fragment transported to the Kern

County Coroner's Office, where they had more specialized rapid DNA bone analysis in place at their location. 

On 08- 03- 21, at 1600 hours, I was requested to respond to the main station of the Santa Barbara Sheriff' s
Department with Dr. Montez. Sheriff Brown and Undersheriff Linver were in a meeting with Kim and her attorney. 
During the meeting, it was learned Kim was in possession of the suspected bone fragments of the decedent. 

Dr. Montez and I met with all involved, as Dr. Montez was requested by Sheriff Brown, to look at the suspected
found bone fragments and give the opinion if the fragments were human or not. 

Dr. Montez observed one of the bone fragments while wearing gloves and a mask, but he could not determine if
the suspected bone fragment was human or not, only that they appeared to be bone. 

During the meeting, Kim allowed me to take possession of the suspected bone fragment to have it tested for DNA, 
with ANDE Rapid DNA at the Kern County Coroner' s Office in Bakersfield, California. 

It should be noted, the bone fragment Kim provided was believed, by Dr. Kurin, to be from the decedent' s knee
region. Also included with the suspected knee bone fragment was a smaller dark brown in color suspected bone

fragment ( believed to be part of bone fragment 2, as detailed in Dr. Kurin' s report, The Case of Jack Cantin: Fast
Fact Forensic Report). 

N
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Kim also mentioned Dr. Kurin having the suspected waistband of Jack' s underwear, which was also found during
the anthropologic excavation. She asked that I get the underwear band from Dr. Kurin for DNA testing, as it would
contain Jack' s DNA. I responded that it would be unlikely DNA could be obtained from the underwear band, as if it
was Jack' s underwear band it would have been submerged in water three years ago, and since the initial Debris

flow, it had been encased in the dirt, where it was found during the anthropologic excavation. 

At that time, I thought the underwear band was not being collected. 

In evening hours, at approximately 2040 hours, on 08- 03- 21, 1 received a telephone call from Undersheriff Linver. 
He had received a telephone call from Kim, asking why I had not collected the underwear band from Dr. Kurin. 
He directed me to call Dr. Kurin after providing her phone number to set up an appointment to retrieve the
suspected underwear band. 

I then called and spoke with Dr. Kurin for forty- five minutes regarding her searching for the decedent' s remains, as
detailed in her PowerPoint presentation, and authored in the report. 

After the conversation, Dr. Kurin agreed to provide me with the underwear band at the Coroner' s Bureau on
08- 04- 21, between 0730 and 0800 hours. 

On 08- 04- 21, at approximately 0730 hours, I met with Dr. Kurin at the Coroner' s Bureau, where she provided me
with the suspected underwear band. 

At that time, I was able to view the band, which consisted of a small blue in color elastic band, that was
approximately 1 '/ z inches long by 1/ 4 inch wide. 

After gathering the suspected bone fragments, the suspected underwear band, Kim' s pre -collected rapid ANDE

DNA sample, and four ANDE DNA analysis chips, I departed for the Kern County Coroner Office in Bakersfield, 
Ca. at 0900 hours. 

At approximately 1135 hours, on 08- 04- 21, 1 arrived at the Kern County Coroner Office, where I met with staff, 
including Detective Annette Olague. 

I explained the circumstance regarding Jack' s death from the Montecito Debris Flow and the subsequent recovery
of suspected bone fragments before 05- 10- 21 and the additional suspected bone fragments found before

07- 22- 21. 

Two ANDE rapid DNA analyses were decided to be conducted, one being a three- hour protocol and the other an
overnight treatment, which meant the suspected bone fragment would be prepared for an extended period before
being submitted to the ANDE Rapid DNA instrument. The first sample would take three hours of preparation, and

the other sample would be placed in a " bone solution" all night before being submitted to the ANDE Rapid DNA
analysis. 

A section of the suspected bone fragment was separated from the submitted sample, cleaned, and then a liquid
solution added to it to turn the sample into a liquefied product for analysis. 

VIA the ANDE Rapid DNA protocol, the process consisted of placing the suspected bone fragment in a sterile
container, containing 10 percent bleach. The container was then inverted twenty times. The suspected bone
fragment was then removed and placed in another container with water, inverted another twenty times, and then
transferred to a third container, with ethanol in it, where it was inverted an additional twenty times. 

The suspected bone fragment was then allowed to dry. 

Once dry, a small portion of the suspected bone fragment was broken from it. The small portion was then crushed
into smaller shards or slivers and placed in a microtube using a spatula. Five drops of "bone solution" were then

added to the microtube to assist in collecting DNA in liquid form. 

Once the sample was in liquid form, a sterile pipettor was used to remove the liquid, with the liquid then placed on
a supplied ANDE Rapid DNA swab. 

The swab was then inserted into the ANDE Rapid DNA chip for analysis. 
nepOR unicer
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I had already forwarded digital photographs to Detective Olague at the Kern County Coroner Office on 08- 03- 21. 
She had reviewed the digital photographs and forwarded them to the Kern County Coroner's Office forensic
anthropologist, who also reviewed the submitted photos. The Kern County Coroner' s Office forensic
anthropologist could not physically see the bone sample, as she was leaving for vacation on 08- 04-21, but from
her review of the digital photos, she believed the sample was either a sea mammal, based on the composition of

the bone, or from a larger animal, with bi- pod style knees. She could not definitively state what animal it was, but
she believed the bones were not human. 

When the ANDE Rapid DNA analysis technician at the Kern County Coroner's Office started preparing the
suspected bone fragment, she noted the bone composition to be different from most of the human bones she had
prepared DNA analysis of in the past. 

She described the bone as being more absorbent to the solution than prior bone DNA testing she had conducted, 
along with the suspected bone fragment being more brittle and turning to powder upon crushing it. It took little
force to crush the suspected bone fragment, where in the past, the bones she had prepared for DNA analysis had

taken more force and energy to crush it. Sections of the suspected bone fragment had broken off and were
placed with the initial larger suspected bone fragment. 

Neither the technician nor the Kern County Coroner' s Office, Detective Olague, was optimistic about the analysis
outcome, based on the submitted suspected bone fragment sample. 

I also showed them the suspected underwear band provided by Dr. Kurin, who suspected it to be Jack' s. The

suspected underwear band was left in the bag provided and viewed by Detective Olague and the assisting
technician. Both of them replied they would be unable to obtain DNA from the suspected underwear waistband, 
as the sample had been believed to be in the soil for over three years, causing it to be contaminated. 

At approximately 1600 hours, on 08- 04- 21, the first sample was submitted for ANDE rapid DNA analysis, with the
analysis scheduled to take three hours. 

While awaiting the suspected bone fragments sample to be prepared for rapid DNA analysis, I contacted
I told him of the further findings of Dr. Kurin and the reports she had provided to the Santa Barbara Sheriff' s

Department. 

With the approval from Sgt. Morris, via email, I provided with numerous digital photographs of the

suspected bone fragments. Photos were taken of the suspected bone fragments before being transported to the
Kern County Coroner' s Office, and additional were taken at the Kern County Coroner' s Office. 

I also emailed copies of Dr. Kurin' s reports. 

During this time, I also contacted Det. Bruening and requested that he complete an ANDE rapid DNA analysis of
blood collected from the decedent' s father. A blood sample was collected after his body was
recovered after the Montecito Debris Flow on 01- 09- 18 when was found. 

During the day, on 08- 04- 21 and 08- 05- 21, 1 spoke with multiple times regarding issues he had with Dr. 
Kurin' s reports. 

On 08- 05- 21, in the morning hours, I returned to the Kern County Coroner' s Office. The first sample, submitted on
08- 04- 21, was completed, and the second sample, the overnight sample, was finishing analysis, as it had been

submitted earlier in the morning hours, on 08- 05- 21. 

When both ANDE rapid DNA analyses were completed, the Kern County Coroner's Office technician reviewed the
findings. From the analysis, she noted there " might be finding to show" the bone fragment was of male origin, but
the amount of DNA was low, with DNA transfer or contamination not being " ruled out" as a cause of the

suspected bone fragment reading as potentially male. The transfer of DNA could have been caused by
mishandling the suspected bone fragment or contamination in the soil where it was located. 

The analysis was reviewed by the Kern County Coroner' s Office representative from ANDE Rapid DNA via digital
images. The contacted representative from ANDE Rapid DNA described the submitted suspected bone fragment
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as " a poor sample." ( See attached ANDE Rapid DNA analysis datasheets.) 

Running further ANDE Rapid DNA analysis would not provide further information, and the original findings were
inconclusive. 

The Kern County Coroner' s Office ANDE representative suggested comparing the results with the decedent' s
father, 

I returned to the Santa Barbara Coroner's Office, on 08- 05- 21, at 1620 hours, where I met with Det. Bruening. I

provided him with the ANDE Rapid DNA analysis reports for the suspected bone fragments from the Kern County
Coroner' s Office. 

Det. Bruening reviewed the two analysis reports from the Kern County Coroner' s Office and compared them
against DNA analysis for Kim and her husband, Based on Detective Bruening' s analysis of the reports, he
did not find a correlation between the two suspected bone fragment sample rapid DNA reports and the DNA
analysis reports for Kim and

Det. Bruening also contacted the Santa Barbara Sheriff' s Department representative with ANDE Rapid DNA, who
also stated the data generated by the analysis reports was too low in quality to verify a DNA profile. 

On 08- 06- 21, 1 was asked by Sgt. Morris to contact Marshall University about DNA analysis of the suspected bone
fragment. 

I spoke with of Marshall University, whose laboratory also worked with ANDE Rapid DNA. 

I explained to him the circumstances why I was calling him, telling him of the Montecito Debris Flow, the finding of
the suspected bone fragments, and the follow-up testing of one of the fragments at the Kern County Coroner
Office. 

was optimistic about testing, though he did have reservations about the sample quality, based on what I
was telling him, adding he felt there was "around a 25 percent chance" of clear DNA findings. He felt half of the

remaining sample would be used to conduct further DNA analysis. 

Later in the day, Sgt. Morris asked me to contact Beta Analytic for radiocarbon dating of the suspected bone
fragment. I spoke with of Beta Analytic and told him what I had told at Marshall University. 

After providing with the synopsis of the investigation, told me most contemporary bones would not
decompose as easy, as I described to him the ANDE DNA process at the Kern County Coroner's office for the
suspected bone fragment. 

He said Beta Analytic would need 1 to 4 grams of the suspected bone fragment, and during the process, the
entire submitted sample would be turned to graphite, and the sample would be " destroyed." 

also informed me of the process for removing collagen from the bone, but the issue would be that even
with analysis conducted, the carbon dating would be out of range by 25 to 30 years. The carbon dating method
was used more often on historic or older bones and could not generate a specific time range for scientific

purposes. 

On 08- 09- 21, 1 contacted multiple universities for DNA analysis of the suspected bone fragment. Dr. Kurin

suggested to Kim, that the laboratories at UC Santa Cruz, The Reich Lab at Harvard, and the University of North
Texas, Center for Human Identification, would be more appropriate for DNA analysis over Marshall University, the
laboratory I had contacted on 08- 06- 21. Dr. Kurin did not feel Marshall University was as " good" as the other
Universities she requested due to Marshall University being overseen by a Master' s program, while a P. H. D. 
program oversaw the Universities she suggested. 

I called UC Santa Cruz Paleogenomics Lab first. The phone rang twice to be picked up and then hung up. I tried

calling the number multiple times during the day, only to find the phone constantly busy. I also called and left a
message for the Assistant Professor of the program, asking him to call me. 
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I then called The Reich Lab at Harvard. I spoke with the Administrative Coordinator, and told her of

the Santa Barbara Sheriff' s Department' s request regarding the suspected bone fragment DNA analysis. 
responded that they did not handle private DNA analysis, only DNA analysis for scientific purposes. 

After speaking with Lee, I phoned the program director, and left him a message to call me regarding
DNA analysis of the suspected bone fragment, but he did not return my phone call. 

After leaving the message for I called the last location, the University of North Texas, Center for
Human Identification. I spoke with Unknown last name), who told me the University of North Texas; 
Center for Human Identification was not currently accepting any new cases. The University had a large backlog of
cases, and they were only taking cases from Texas, not other states. 

During the day, on 08- 09- 21, 1 spoke with as well. He informed me he had met with

on 08- 07- 21. had started the " Body Farm" program for studying buried and unburied remains to
help determine the process for different stages and states of decomposition. 

informed me that when he met with they went over the earlier report had prepared. 
They also went over the reports Dr. Kurin had provided me. believed the suspected toe bone was not
bone and was likely plant matter. He also did not feel the bone sample had been provided earlier was
newer, meaning from the last three years and that it appeared older than three years. 

also showed digital photographs I had provided of the suspected bone fragment, as taken to

Kern County Coroner' s Office. concurred that the suspected bone fragment appeared older than three
years. 

As we talked, informed me he had also reached out to the University of Tennessee- Plant Sciences
regarding the suspected toe bone, identified by Dr. Kurin. was requesting a Plant Sciences specialist
review his findings. 

On 08- 10- 21, 1 called the phone number again for UC Santa Cruz Paleogenomics Lab, and the phone was still

busy. 

On 08- 18- 21, 1 sent an anthropologist from Washington State University, an email regarding DNA
confirmation for the suspected bone fragments. Dr. Kurin had provided contact information to the Santa

Barbara Sheriff' s Department Coroner' s Bureau as a possible person to assist in DNA analysis of the found

suspected bone fragments. 

In my email, I detailed to what had occurred regarding the Montecito debris flow and the found
suspected bone fragments, along with what the Santa Barbara Coroner's Bureau was trying to accomplish. 

On 08- 20- 21, 1 received an email response from she apologized for her delayed reply, as she was reaching
out to her connections to figure out the best option for our case. stated she did not have a lab to process

the samples herself and suggested contacting Astrea Forensics, https:// www. astreaforensics. com, as the owners
of the company were top professionals in the field of degraded DNA samples and often worked on cases such as
this. 

No further contact was completed with at Washington State University, per the direction of Coroner's
Bureau Sgt. Morris. 

During this time, I had also been in contact with regarding the ongoing investigation. With the approval
of Sgt. Morris, I spoke with and arranged for him to fly to Santa Barbara on 08- 31- 21 to view the
suspected bone fragments, which had been provided on 08- 03- 21. 

During this process, I also contacted to fly to Santa Barbara to view the suspected bone
fragment after had viewed them. 

stated he was willing to view the suspected bone fragment and asked me to send him some digital
photos of the fragment, which I did on 08- 30- 21. 

After viewing the digital im es of the suspected bone fragment, called me. He stated that he
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could not tell if the suspected bone fragment was from a human or other mammal from the photos. From the
digital images, he felt the sample had been exposed to the elements for years but could not state when but

estimated it could be from three to four years, all the way to a hundred years. 

He suggested a few means of checking the sample to help determine if it was human or not, but that the testing
could wait until he had a chance to view the sample. 

On 08- 31- 21, at 0710 hours, I picked up at the hotel he had stayed at in Goleta and transported him to
the Santa Barbara Coroner' s Bureau so that he could examine the suspected bone fragments. ( See

attached report detailing his analysis of the second set of suspected bone fragments for complete details.) 

On 09- 07- 21, 1 received a text message from who confirmed a flight reservation for 09- 13- 21 to
Santa Barbara to examine the suspected bone fragments; had also examined. 

Later in the day, on 09- 07- 21, 1 spoke with Coroner's Bureau who informed me Kim was in the
process of filing a lawsuit directed at the Santa Barbara Sheriff' s Department. He did not know the complete
aspects of the lawsuit at the time, but Kim was requesting the suspected underwear band to be given back to her. 
He asked that I return the suspected underwear band to Kim on 09- 09- 21 when I returned to work. 

On 09- 08- 21, at approximately 1538 hours, I spoke with Sgt. Morris via telephone again. He informed me he
would handle returning the suspected underwear band to Kim. Due to the pending lawsuit, I should not have any
further contact with Kim or Dr. Kurin. Any additional contact would have to be completed via County Counsel

On 09- 09- 21, Lt. Minter met with Kim Cantin, as Sgt. Morris was unavailable at the Santa Barbara Coroner' s

Bureau and provided her with the suspected underwear band. I was present as a witness to the event due to the

pending lawsuit. 

On 09- 13- 21, flew into Santa Barbara, and I picked him up from the Santa Barbara Airport at
approximately 1200 hours. I drove him to the Santa Barbara Coroner' s Bureau, where we reviewed the

investigation regarding the suspected bone fragments, going over what I had completed and Dr. Kurin' s report. 

After reviewing the investigation, stated he would like to view the suspected bone fragments on the
following morning, 09- 14- 21. 

On 09- 14- 21, at 0920 hours, examined the suspected bone fragments at the Santa Barbara
Coroner' s Bureau. 

From his examination, could not definitively identify the suspected bone fragments as human in
nature. He felt the smaller dark brown color fragment might be plant -based, while the larger suspected bone

sample appeared to be bone. He could not rule it out as coming from a larger mammal of hoven nature. ( See

attached report detailing his analysis of the second set of suspected bone fragments for complete
details.) 

stated he would author a report on his examination and told me of locations to send the larger

suspected bone fragment for DNA testing. The two sites were Bode Technology in Lorton, Va., and Mitotyping
Technologies at Penn State College in Pennsylvania. 

Neither Bode Technology or Mitotyping Technologies were contacted during this investigation, at the discretion of
Coroner' s Bureau Sgt. Morris. 

also spoke of his disbelief in Dr. Kurin' s report, stating her report was more in line with an
anthropologic excavation report and not a Forensic Anthropological investigation. 

On 09- 29- 21, 1 received a copy of Forensic Anthropological Consult report. 

In his report, documented his examination of the suspected bone fragments, denoting that he met
with me on 09- 13- 21 at the Santa Barbara Coroner' s Bureau to discuss the investigation and review file material

and forensic specimens related to the missing person case for Jack Cantin. 

His report continued with the fact we met again, on 09- 14- 21, at the Santa Barbara Coroner' s Bureau, where he
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examined " several small suspect bone fragments." 

He examined a total of four suspected bone fragments ( See Forensic Anthropological Consult
report for full details). It should be noted that of the samples viewed, three of them were of the

same sample taken to Kern County Coroner' s Office; Kim provided the other sample on 08- 03- 21 during the
meeting where she initially provided the suspected bone fragment to me. 

In his report, he stated that the first fragment he viewed appeared of plant origin, as it had no discernable

evidence of cancellous bone. The second, third, and fourth specimens all had " morphological features consistent

with that of bone, with both cortical and cancellous features." 

concluded that three of the specimens he examined appeared to be consistent with bone, but

specimen number one appeared to be plant origin. He added that whether the suspected bone fragments could

be determined as a human would only be accomplished via DNA testing to see if " a human genomic profile" could
be generated. 

On 03- 14- 22, at 1630 hours, Kim and her lawyer, along with Lt. Minter and Santa Barbara County Counsel met at
the Coroner' s Bureau, so the largest provided suspected piece of bone could be submitted to at
Astrea Forensics for DNA analysis, as Astrea Forensics was selected to perform DNA analysis on the suspected

bone fragments. 

Kim and her lawyer wanted to be present as the suspected bone fragment was taken to Fed Ex for shipment to

Astrea Forensics. They requested Lt. Minter accompany them in the same vehicle, as they did not want the
suspected bone fragment to be lost in transport. 

On 05- 13- 22, 1 received an email from Lt. Minter, informing me of the findings from Astrea Forensics for DNA
analysis. The results, of the testing of the suspected bone fragments, demonstrated that there was " no evidence
to support the tested bone sample is of human origin." Astrea Forensics for DNA analysis technicians could not

determine with certainty the species that the bone belongs to, but the strongest evidence suggests the bone
fragments were from a cow. 

The email also detailed the suspected bone fragments were being sent back to the Santa Barbara Coroner' s
Bureau, with the suspected fragments arriving at the Coroner' s Bureau on 05- 12- 22. 

On 05- 19- 22, current Coroner's Bureau Sgt. Kemp met with Kim, her lawyer and Santa Barbara County Counsel, 
so Kim could collect the returned fragments. 

The fragments, consisting of the sample sent to Astrea Forensics, and other samples from the original sample
broken off" for testing at the Kern County Coroner's Office, were provided to Kim and her lawyer. 

It should be noted that Kim stated she did not know where the smaller dark brown in color suspected bone

fragment ( believed to be part of bone fragments 2, as detailed in Dr. Kurin' s report, The Case of Jack Cantin: Fast

Fact Forensic Report) had come from, claiming I had mysteriously added it to the collection of suspected bone
fragments. 

The small dark brown in color suspected frangment was retained at the Coroner' s Bureau. 

Final Disposition: 

Coroner's case closed; the missing person investigation will remain open. 
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